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Adding any filter to LinkU default listings

Clients sometimes request weird things to filter their listings. Show only

commercial by default. Search by price low to high by default. Show only in this

city by default. Show all listings on one page. These may sound complicated, but

it's actually surprisingly easy to accomplish, (assuming you just know a little bit of

HTML.)

These filter options are a post form field. This means two things; 1. We can

manipulate them, and 2. because it's post, we don't usually see the string after a

search. Our server is actually configured with a really helpful feature however. All

post values can also be read as get values from the URL string.

1. Find what they want to search by. It can be as general as more listings on one

page to start, or as specific as a only showing results with a fireplace.

Most of the time the clients request is like the price or number of listings filter.

These can be found by going to the listings results page. The more specific ones

It can be done, and is actually really easy.
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like year built, will have to be snagged from the edit property screen.

2. Once you've found what you need to filter it by, right-click, and inspect the code.

Look for name and value.

All form fields are run off of inputs. There is always going to be a name, and a

value. With text boxes like city, you will enter your own pre-filled value. With

something like a property type filter, you will have to use one of the predefined

values.

3. Go back to your listings page. Note the name and value fields. At the end of

your URL string, put, &[name]=[value]
Example: default.asp.f-listings&numberofrecords=100

4. Make sure everything is filtering properly, and if it is, go add a Menu Item

Hyperlink with the new URL, and the same name as their old listing page.

5. Head into Navigation Menu, deactivate the old, activate the new, and change

the dropdown and menu order to make sure it's in the right spot.

With that, you now have a prefilled filter for the listings page. Any search up top will

clear it, so it only changes the default.
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